INTRODUCTION.
The observation in 1948 of tracks produced by highly ionizing penetrating particles in balloon-borne nuclear emulsions [1] demonstrated that galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) contain elements heavier than H and He. Historical accounts of this discovery are given in [2, 3] . Work carried out over the next two decades demonstrated that essentially all the elements in the periodic table are represented in cosmic rays. While these heavy nuclei constitute no more than a few percent of the GCRs by number, they have proven to be an invaluable source of information for understanding the source material, the acceleration, and the galactic propagation of the cosmic rays. This paper brieÀy summarizes some of the key advances that have been made as the result of elemental and isotopic composition studies, emphasizing composition up through the iron group (atomic numbers Z < ∼ 30). The "ultraheavy" elements (Z > ∼ 30) are discussed elsewhere in this volume [4, 5] . By the 1960s nuclear emulsions had largely been replaced by detector systems with electronic readout as the sensors of choice for GCR composition studies. At the time of the solar minimum between sunspot cycles 19 and 20 (∼1964-66), small detector systems for studying galactic cosmic rays had been Àown on satellites and larger instruments were regularly being carried high in the atmosphere by balloons. Typically two or more sensor elements operated in coincidence provided signals dependent on the nuclear charge, Z, and the energy per nucleon, E/M, of detected particles. With appropriate choices of the sensors, the identity and energy of the particles could be determined allowing GCR composition and energy spectra to be derived. The status of the ¿eld in the late 1960s was reviewed in [6] . The subsequent exposure of a large, optimized sensor system on the Earth-orbiting HEAO-3 satellite [7] set a new standard for precise elemental composition measurements at GeV/nuc energies [8] .
In many cases the processes that form or subsequently modify abundances differ among the isotopes of an element. However, as illustrated in Figure 1 , the instrumental precision required to separate isotopes signi¿cantly exceeds that needed for identifying elements. By about 1970 much of the focus of new instrumentation for cosmic ray composition studies for elements up through the iron group had turned to achieving the measurement precision required for isotope studies. Of particular importance was the addition of "hodoscopes", sensors capable of measuring the trajectories of the detected cosmic rays so that corrections could be made for particle pathlengths through the other detectors [9, 10] . This innovation, which became possible because of miniaturization of electronics, is now routinely used in the designs of composition instruments [11, 12] . FIGURE 1. Sample of Àight data from the Cosmic Ray Isotope Spectrometer [12] on the Advanced Composition Explorer satellite. Energy loss and residual energy measured in silicon solid state detectors have been corrected for particle angle of incidence obtained from the instrument's scintillating optical ¿ber hodoscope. Events due to individual elements appear as distinct tracks that are made of up of subtracks caused by the isotopes of the element (inset).
COMPOSITION HIGHLIGHTS
In the following paragraphs we brieÀy summarize a number of major advances in the understanding of the galactic cosmic rays that have come about through studies of the elemental and isotopic composition of this material. Due to space limitations only selected references are given, with emphasis on some of the earliest papers on each topic together with works that were particularly inÀuential or that reÀect the current status.
Secondary Elements. Elements having low abundances relative to heavier species in solar system matter have much higher relative abundances in cosmic rays. Nuclear collisions during the transport of the high energy particles through the Galaxy cause a fraction of the nuclei to fragment into lighter particles, which are referred to as "secondary" cosmic rays to distinguish them from the "primary" nuclei synthesized in stars. Secondary elements include Li, Be, and B (3 ≤ Z ≤ 5), elements in the subFe region (21 ≤ Z < ∼ 25), and a number of odd-Z elements. Some elements (e.g., N) contain signi¿cant fractions of both secondary and primary material. The amount of matter traversed in the Galaxy (i.e., the thickness of the target causing the fragmentation) can be inferred from the abundances of dominantly secondary species. From early measurements using emulsions it was established that this target thickness was not great enough to erase the imprint of stellar nucleosynthesis processes on the abundances of the major cosmic ray elements [13] . Reviews of the extensive literature on GCR secondaries include [14, 15, 16] and recent results are presented in [17, 18] .
Secondary Radionuclides. Nuclear fragmentation produces both stable and radioactive secondaries. The radioactive nuclides that beta decay with halÀives much shorter than the time that cosmic rays spend in the Galaxy just contribute to the abundance of ¿rst stable nuclide that occurs in their decay chain. However, for nuclides that can decay only by orbital electron capture the decays are prevented by the absence of orbital electrons, causing these species to become effectively stable at cosmic ray energies. For example, 7 Be (laboratory halÀife of 53 days) is the most abundant Be isotope in the arriving cosmic rays. Nuclides with beta-decay halÀives comparable to the time that cosmic rays spend in the Galaxy are used as clocks to determine that residence time. The most important example is 10 Be, which undergoes`− decay with a halÀife of 1.4 Myr. This nuclide has been used to infer that cosmic rays spend ∼10-20 Myr in the Galaxy (a value that is somewhat dependent on the cosmic ray transport model adopted). The combination of the residence time and the amount of matter traversed results in an estimate of the mean density sampled by the cosmic rays and results in a relatively low value that implies that a signi¿cant fraction of cosmic ray propagation occurs in the low-density halo of the Galaxy. The derivation of the time scale for cosmic ray propagation using measurements of 10 Be have been discussed in [14, 19, 20] and recent results including other clock isotopes are given by [21, 22, 16] and references therein.
Similarities to Solar System Abundances. The most prominent elements observed in the galactic cosmic rays are the same as in solar system material and in many other samples of matter: H, He, C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe. The heavy nuclides in this list are also the major products of stellar nucleosynthesis. After taking elemental fractionation effects into account (see below), the relative abundances in cosmic ray source material and in the solar system are remarkably similar [8, 23] . One of the early motivations for studying the isotopic composition of cosmic rays was the hope that the source material might bear compositional signatures associated with a particular nucleosynthesis process and thus help in identifying a class of stellar objects responsible for the origin and acceleration of GCRs. However, the observations showed that the cosmic ray source contains contributions from a wide range of nucleosynthesis processes (as does the solar system) and provided a strong indication that cosmic rays are an accelerated sample of interstellar matter [24, 25] . Thus recent work has concentrated on searching for differences between GCR source and solar system composition that could probe the physical conditions peculiar to the origin of these two samples of interstellar material.
Elemental Fractionation. Composition comparisons between cosmic ray source material (as derived by correcting abundances measured in the arriving cosmic rays for secondary contributions and for losses during galactic propagation) and solar system matter show differences up to a factor ∼4-5. A key step in understanding cosmic ray composition came with the realization that these differences are ordered by atomic properties of the elements [26, 27] . Although originally parameterized in terms of ¿rst ionization potential (FIP), it was recognized that FIP is closely correlated with the volatility of the elements and thus the physical mechanism for the fractionation could depend on the relative amounts of the various element that are present in grains rather than in the gas phase in the medium from which cosmic rays are accelerated. An essential contribution to these ideas was the realization that charged grains, which have high magnetic rigidity, would be accelerated by supernova shocks, with subsequent sputtering producing suprathermal ions that could be further accelerated with high ef¿ciency [28, 29, 30, 31] .
Isotopic Anomalies. Measurements of isotopic composition showed, in most cases, that nuclidic abundances in cosmic ray source material closely resemble those found in the solar system [24, 21] . One striking exception was found: the abundance ratio 22 Ne/ 20 Ne is strongly enhanced [32, 33, 34] , exceeding the solar wind value by a factor ∼5. It was noted that Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, massive stars in a phase where their outer H envelope has been ejected in a stellar wind, have surface abundances dominated by the products of nuclear reactions that occur during He burning and that these products should have a large overabundance of 22 Ne. Thus the cosmic ray excess of 22 Ne could be attributable to a signi¿cant contribution of WR star ejecta to the seed material accelerated by interstellar shocks [35] . Model calculations suggested that the isotopic compositions of most other elements should be minimally affected by the WR contribution required to explain the 22 Ne, with 58 Fe/ 56 Fe being the isotope ratio expected to show the next largest effect [36] . A possible excess of 58 Fe was noted as was an enhancement of 12 C/ 16 O that could be attributable to an admixture of WR ejecta in the GCR source material [37] .
Primary Radionuclides. As noted above, radionuclides that decay only by orbital electron capture (ec) are effectively stable at cosmic ray energies. This effect was suggested as a basis for determining the time between synthesis and ejection of such nuclides in a supernova explosion and their subsequent acceleration to cosmic ray energies [38] . Measurements of the isotopic composition of Ni showed that one such ec nuclide, 59 Ni (halÀife ∼ 10 5 yr), is essentially absent in the cosmic rays while its daughter product 59 Co clearly includes a primary component, some of which could have come from 59 Ni decay [40] . Thus it was concluded that the material that gets accelerated to cosmic ray energies typically resides in the interstellar medium for > 10 5 yr prior to acceleration and that the bulk of the cosmic rays are not produced by supernovae accelerating their own nucleosynthesis products.
Cosmic Ray Modulation. In the energy range below a few GeV/nuc, where composition measurements are the most precise, cosmic-ray energy spectra observed near Earth have been altered by the particles' interaction with the magnetic ¿eld carried by the expanding solar wind. This "solar modulation" should lead to an adiabatic energy loss amounting to several hundred MeV/nuc. It was suggested that a direct measure of the magnitude of this energy loss could be obtained using observations of the energy spectra of secondary electron capture (ec) nuclides having short laboratory halÀives. At suf¿ciently low energies these nuclei have a signi¿cant probability of attaching an electron from an atom of the interstellar gas and then undergoing ec decay. At higher energy the attachment cross section is much smaller and the nuclei are prevented from decaying. The transition between these two regimes occurs at an energy that is readily calculable and should be marked by feature in the interstellar spectrum of the ec nuclide. It was suggested that by identifying this feature in the spectrum measured near Earth it should be possible to determine the mean energy loss experienced by the cosmic rays in penetrating to the inner heliosphere [39] . Using the ec nuclides 49 V and 51 Cr it was found that the difference between the energy loss experienced near solar maximum and that at solar minimum amounts to ∼200-300 MeV/nuc [41] for element heavier than H.
CURRENT PICTURE
Efforts to construct a consistent model of the origin of GCRs taking into account the various results cited above as well as observations of ultraheavy cosmic rays [5, 42] have led to the following picture [43, 44, 45] . Cosmic rays are thought to be accelerated in superbubbles, low density regions of the interstellar medium that contain contributions from relatively recent supernova explosions of many massive stars. Supernova shocks propagating through a superbubble accelerate both ions and charged dust grains, with approximately 20% of the accelerated matter coming from WR and other massive star contributions and the rest from old interstellar matter with a solar-like composition. For several nuclides, most notably 22 Ne, the abundances in the massive star ejecta are suf¿ciently different from solar to be discernible after the mixing. Even the massive star ejecta have had at least ∼10 5 yr to mix with the ambient interstellar matter and during this time the primary 59 Ni has undergone electron capture decay.
Observational and modeling work in the coming years should further test the validity of this model. Likely areas for progress include the elemental composition of ultraheavy cosmic rays and the abundances of rare primary nuclides.
